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Abstract: This article deals with the expression of poetic devices in Gadoi’s 
activity. In particular, the literary arts are described as an individual 
characteristic in Gadoi’s lyrics, such as tazod, talmeh and tafrit. Gadoi’s and 
contemporary poets’ lyrical inheritance were compared and Gadoi’s 
characteristic style was defined.  
Key terms: poetic art, divan, penname, art, tazod (poetic art of using 
antonyms), talmekh (stylistic device of describing former events), tashbekh 
(poetic art of using comparison), tanosub (poetic art of using the words of the 
same semantic field), khusni ta’lil (poetic art of praising the beloved), irsolu 
masal (poetic art of using aphorisms), tajokhul-ul-orif (poetic art of using 
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exaggerated comparison), laffu-nashr (poetic art of using words with their 
epithets), tarse’ (poetic art of using concordant words), tardi aks (poetic art of 
using the same words in different word order), tajnis (stylistic device of using 
homonyms), iykhom (stylistic device of using figurative meaning). 

Along with his contemporaries, outstanding Gadoi was one of the 
creator of lyric ghazals, the poet of lyric inheritance “Beggar’s Divan” which 
is considered to be as significant invaluable sample in the world of uzbek 
ghazals in XV century.  The poet has his own style and color, musical activity, 
attractive speech with fluent lyrics who contributed greatly to the 
development and thrive of our classic poetry. Gadoi’s lyrics were created at 
the time when they were well known with a number of genres. Moreover, in 
his lyrics we can see some samples of his beautiful arts. Tazod (anthithethis) – 
in the poetry it is used when antonyms are given in a semistich or poem.  By 
this means the word in the poetic art presented with contradicted meaning, 
uses antonymic words meant to create literary sensitive images and extracts.         

For example, we can see them in Lutfiy’s hemistich 
Have pity on the human, hey king, for his destiny, 
Who makes us pauper and makes you sultan 

In the poem the words king, pauper – sultan express opposed 
meanings, by this means the poet describes the treatment between beloved 
and lover. 1  

The literary art “tazod”  was widely used in our classic poetry. As tazod 
sampls can be sseen in Gadoi’s activity the reader may think that the author 
is e be interpreted as the influence on author’s activity as well. Since there is 
little information about Gadoi’s life and biography we can come to this 
conclusion. Moreover, we focused attention on the use of adverseness and 
more comparisons in Gadoi’s ghazals. The opposed words mainly used in 
eulogy part of Gadoi’s poetry: 

Hey, you always dream to see Sultan, 
However, I was left Pauper hoping to achieve you. 
Meaning: hey, lover you dream to see sultan. But hoping to see you I 

left as pauper.  
You did not feel sympathy to hopeless pauper, 
You did not notice even a day, hey king of hearts. 
Meaning: You did not pity on me, pauper. You are the king of hearts 

and did not look at me even a day.  
 At the king’s threshold of yours, 
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No way the pauper as me should be. 
Having considered the comparisons of tazod samples the author tried 

to evoke the inner inequality feeling. Used antonymic words in the content 
we can trace expressive states of a typical lover dreaming to meet the beloved 
one.  

I am tired of bitter parting, 
Do not forget me, hey sweet one. 
Or: If you are the owner of the world of beauty, 
There is no a man in the world like me a pauper. 
Or: Pauper will not become a rival, 
I am a pauper, and sultan is above. 
In the art of poetry, it is considered as frequent means of use. This also 

can be traced in Gadoi’s poetry. The following hemistiches contain words 
which have this kind of art like friend-enemy, white-black, murder-alive, 
mine-yours, night-twilight: 

The destiny of life partied me from my friend  
Hey, whoever might listen, it made me join with my enemy, 
White do not let out, hey naughty rival, 
For god blesses, your face turned into black. 
Either you may murder or make alive, your wish, 
For your sake the soul of mine is yours. 
Let appear your face like sign of perfection, 
Is it the parting night became twilight…. 
Talmeh – (to refer) is used to express historical people, events and 

situations, proverbs and phrases in the content of poetry. For example, 
“Alisher Navoi’s poem 

In the world of love my grave be set, 
Curving the gravestone of Farkhod, Majnun will step loyal 
Even lyric character will pass away for the sake of love Farkhod aims to 

curve the gravestone while Majnun will pass his life without aim, believing to 
stay loyal at the gravestone, proving to have equal position in love, noting to 
have suffered more than him. Along with this Alisher Navoi writes: 

Having brought the artisan (Chinnaqqoshiul) china ceramics showing 
hundreds of charms, 

Smiling, you were not become attracted by such work of the master.                                 
By means of “Chin naqqoshi” he means Farkhod. He came to draw his lyric 
character of a lover. However, seeing the beauty of the lover, he turned into 
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the doors of patterns. Thus, the appearance of the lover against Farkhod the 
lyric character was more beautiful than Shirin that he, himself was 
spellbound. The great poet used delicately historical ideas and similes by 
following arts, such as talmeh and tashbeh.2 The samples of talmeh can be 
seen in the following Gadoi’s ghazals: 

You charmed me, hey man and made become alive Jesus,  
The only your sweet scarlet utterance can make me breathe again.                                          

Or:  
The tears of my eyes surpassed over Noah’s gale; 
Where this disgrace will bring out at long last? 
TAFRIT – (“litotes” – from the word little) – the art of making little, in 

which the situation and objects lessen by describing less expressive.3         
It can be impossible to notice the mouth and figure, 
May be, the truth is the lie which becomes the proof. 
“In classic literature study litotes means tafrit, that is the lower state 

from the static one. The writer uses this art of litotes showing majesty and 
power by means of exaggerating exact peculiarities of the very athletic ideal 
character, object or situation by litotes instead of its real characteristics. For 
instance, Navoi describes the sharpness of his ace and endless power making 
mountains stones less powerful and soften:” 

The black mountains compared to his ace, 
Like his knife with butter. 
Litotes are used not to contradict the situation, but for exaggerating 

some object or notion. Moreover, in oriental poetry the delicateness of the 
figure, the thinness of the waist, the small lips were typical merits of lover’s 
beauties. The description of such parts of body became so traditional that this 
state can be referred as one of litotes’ mode: 

I think he has  a mouth but she possesses no soul, 
I think he has a waist and she has many probabilities. 

(Lutfiy) 
As we consider, the idea emerges that it is difficult to utter if they are 

existed from the hemistich descriptions about lover’s mouth is so small, waist 
is so delicate”4  

In Gadoi’s ghazals, the methods and means are expressed fluently with 
the ideas of Eastern poetry, important issues about types of literary arts, 
peculiarities have been expressed. The poet skillfully used a number of poetic 
art forms to intensify the meaning giving the emotional effect like antithesis, 
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reference, buetifical examples with facts, proverbs, simile with intended 
doubts, tarse’ (poetic art of using concordant words), tardi aks (poetic art of 
using the same words in different word order), tajnis (stylistic device of using 
homonyms).    
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